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Abstract: This work presents the extension of QoS provisioning
in GRNET, so as to include a “second chance” mechanism for
rejected premium-traffic requests. Regularly, accepted requests
can be satisfied even if there is a single failure in the network
and no specific path is allocated within the network core. The
extended mechanism allows for rejected requests to be
reconsidered for acceptance over a specific path, under the
condition that if a failure occurs in this path, then the
corresponding traffic will lose the premium handling and will be
then considered as best effort. The extended scheme allows for
more flexibility and gives a balanced alternative to the “either
full guarantees or no QoS at all” situation of the existing
scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION
Quality of service (QoS) is a crucial ingredient of today’s
multi-service packet networks. QoS-enabled networks can
accommodate simultaneously various differing traffic
types,such as data, voice and video by handling time-critical
traffic appropriately at congestion points. DiffServ [1] is
becoming the prevalent QoS architecture in today’s IP-based
packet networks.
GRNET [2] is the Greek National Research and Education
Network (NREN). GRNET is a mixed IP- and Ethernet-based
network operating at Gigabit speeds. Together with the highspeed LANs of its subscribers (universities and research
institutes) and the European academic and research
backbone, Géant [3], GRNET forms a set of hierarchicallyfederated networks.
The QoS services of GRNET are based on the traffic
classes and the queuing mechanisms defined in [4]. We can
characterize the dimensioning of the QoS service in GRNET
by means of the maximum priority-traffic load share al on
each link l in the set L of core links, 0 < al < 1. By keeping al
below a certain limit, we can provide maximum delay and
jitter guarantees for the Premium family of services.
Providing guarantees in large-scale DiffServ networks can
be a complex task mainly due to the heterogeneity of the
participating subscriber and provider networks, whose
capacity can range from several Gbps to under one Mbps, as
in the case of low-speed DSL links. This capacity mismatch

can result in congestion at the network core and more likely
at the network edge.
One approach to address this problem is to limit the
amount of premium traffic that can be carried over the access
links and implement an appropriate dimensioning and
provisioning scheme for ensuring the guarantees for premium
traffic. Hence, subscribers with the same access link capacity
can be allowed to use up to the same maximum percentage of
the access link’s capacity for carrying premium traffic,
ensuring fairness in using the premium IP service.
Thus, the priority-traffic limits at the network perimeter
define the aggregated priority-traffic at the network core.
In this paper, we will present an extension of the current
QoS provisioning scheme. We will focus on the part that
concerns priority-traffic requests that are being rejected
because they violate the network’s perimeter limitations,
while, under some conditions they could be granted. We will
overcome the current limitations imposed by the existing
provisioning scheme and give the requests a so called
“second chance”.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
There has been enough work proposed in literature
concerning the estimation of premium-traffic demand over a
network’s core in order to dimension network capacity. The
traffic demand is usually expressed with a two-dimension
traffic matrix that quantifies the demand between all source
and destination pairs in the network as stated in [5], [6] and
the references included there. The methods described in [6],
[7] require measurements of the actual traffic.
In [7], traffic demand originates from an ingress router to a
set of egress routers. The model described, is appropriate for
transit domains, where a destination can be reached from
multiple egress routers. But this approach cannot be applied
to Premium IP services that are offered for the first time, as
there is no previous usage data available..
Another approach for network dimensioning of premium
IP services involves the formulation of an optimization
problem involving link costs. However, consideration of

delay and loss constraints leads to an NP-complete problem,
whose solution requires various heuristic assumptions [8].
Optimization objectives involving link costs can also be
considered when premium IP traffic co-exists with best-effort
traffic [9], [10].
Unlike the above works the dimensioning approach
adopted by GRNET, which is based on the third algorithm
described in [11], does not require knowledge of a traffic
matrix between source-destination pairs, but only the
maximum percentage of the access link capacity that can be
used for premium IP traffic.
On the other hand, the works of [8], [9], [10] consider the
capacity dimensioning problem in conjunction with routing.
Such joint consideration would lead to more optimal
dimensioning; however, in current networks that typically
over-dimension some of the core network links carrying both
best-effort and premium traffic, the added complexity
required to modify the routing algorithm is likely to outweigh
the increased efficiency.
In [4] and [11], there is a detailed description of the
algorithm adopted by GRNET describing the existing
dimensioning scheme of GRNET’s network. The existing
mechanism uses a worst-case algorithm with link failures.
3. THE EXISTING QOS HANDLING IN GRNET
GRNET manages a modern backbone network that
connects all the universities, research institutes as well as the
school networks and many public (governmental) services. In
the scope of GRNET’s virtual NOC, we designed and applied
a Quality of Service solution. The design covered the QoS
services IP Premium service as well as the LBE service
presented in [11] and [12].
The whole network has been dimensioned in such a way
that each access link has declared a given percentage of its
capacity that can be used by IP Premium traffic. This portion
is secure in any case and can provide the IP Premium’s
guarantees even if all access links in GRNET’s topology are
full and there is a link failure.
The existing dimensioning scheme of GRNET’s network is
based on an algorithm that performs network dimensioning
when only the maximum amount of priority-traffic that can
be carried across each access link is known. The algorithm,
takes as input the maximum bandwidth percentage that can
be reserved for priority traffic at each access-line and
calculates the maximum priority-traffic load that each
backbone link can afford at worst-case with link failures
(WC-LF). The algorithm assumes alternate routes exist; this
is the case when the network contains loops, i.e. a set of links
whose endpoints form a closed loop.
Since the GRNET network does not contain loops with
common links, we apply this WC-LF algorithm for

estimating the worst-case premium IP bandwidth
requirements in the case of link failures. Also, because loops
do not share common links, there are two routes between
routers belonging to loops.
In GRNET, requests for traffic-priority connections are
made through a web-based tool, Advanced Network Services
tool (ANSTool) [13], designed and implemented by GRNET
that takes admission control based solely on the access line
capacities, their maximum percentage that can be used for
priority-traffic and the active requests.
4. THE PROBLEM AND RATIONALE
What seems to be the drawback in the current mechanism
is the fact that, once an access link is filled with premiumtraffic requests to its limit it is impossible to make additional
requests even if the core network could afford them.
As a result, requests that violate the bandwidth percentage
reserved at access lines are being rejected. Even if the request
can be implemented over a certain path at the core network
without exceeding the worst-case bandwidth limits, the
request is still rejected.
Our target is to expand the current mechanism used at
GRNET so as to avoid the total rejection of subscribers’
requests. Once a request is rejected due to violation of the
access line premium bandwidth percentage our mechanism
will determine whether there can be a certain path at the
backbone network that can serve the request. If such a path
exists, the request will be accepted and implemented but only
over the pre-mentioned path.
Eventually, for those requests that will utilize our
mechanism it is preferable to serve them even under no
guarantees in case of failure, than totally rejecting them.
5. THE PROPOSED EXTENSION TO THE
ADMISSION CONTROL
The proposed extension of the QoS provisioning scheme of
GRNET mainly extends the admission control part of the
system.
Our initiative to extend the QoS provisioning scheme arose
from the observation that with the current (policy imposed)
limits for priority traffic in the access links, the maximum
priority-traffic load share al (where l is a core link), for some
(or all) of the core links, cannot be reached.
Therefore, the core network is able to handle more priority
traffic in some (or all) of the core links.
The main idea is then that one can allow usage for priority
traffic of this portion of the core links that would otherwise
remain available only to normal traffic.

link in the worst case, given the maximum allowance for
premium traffic in the access links.
We calculate for each link the difference of the amounts
defined in step 1 and calculated in step 2. The
differences define the “part” of the network that can be
used by the extension of the admission control.

We can then summarise the idea as follows:
Find out how much capacity in each core link is allowed
by policy to be used for priority traffic, but cannot be
used because of the limits in access lines.
2. If a request is rejected by the current admission control
scheme, examine if there is a path with enough of the
above mentioned capacity to satisfy the request, and if
possible accept it (over this path only).

The calculated values are stored in the database that
models the GRNET.

We refer to the above extension to the admission control
scheme as the “second chance”.

In case there is a change in the network, steps 2 and 3
should be run again to get the new values.

In essence we partition the maximum priority-traffic load
share al, for all core links l into two parts. The first part is as
big as the current QoS provisioning scheme can use and the
remaining second part is used by the “second chance”
extension.

Then the extension to the admission control part of the
QoS provisioning system is done by adding another phase (a
“second chance”) for requests that are being rejected by the
current system. These requests are then re-examined for
acceptance over a specific path (if there is availability all
over this path for carrying the added premium traffic) and
with automatic fallback to best-effort handling for this traffic
if this path becomes (e.g., by link or node failure) broken.

1.

Obviously, there is no conflict between the two chances for
acceptance as they are considering different parts of the
capacity allowed to be used for priority traffic.
As mentioned above the proposed solution needs an
initialisation phase to determine the capacity in each link to
be used by the “second chance” for requests. The algorithm
for this phase is simple and it is shown in Figure 1.
FOR every link l in L
SET maximum bandwidth for priority traffic
TO value imposed by policy
END FOR
EXECUTE the dimension algorithm of the current scheme
FOR every link l in L
SET the bandwidth reserved
TO value calculated by the dimensioning step
END FOR
FOR every link l in L
SET the bandwidth for “second chance”
TO maximum bandwidth for priority traffic
TO MINUS bandwidth reserved by dimensioning
STORE the result in persistent storage (database)
END FOR

Figure 1 - The initialisation algorithm
Essentially, the initialisation algorithm follows the steps:
For every link we define the maximum bandwidth (or
better for every type of link we define a maximum
percentage of that bandwidth) that will be available for
premium traffic.
For each link, this maximum should be enough to cover
the bandwidth calculated to be used by premium traffic
in the worst case by the dimensioning algorithm used in
the existing QoS provisioning scheme (otherwise policy
may be violated).
2. We run the dimensioning algorithm that calculates the
maximum premium traffic that will pass through each
1.

3.

The admission control algorithm for the “second chance”
part is shown in Figure 2.
FOR every link l in L
READ the bandwidth for “second chance”
FROM persistent storage
END FOR
CONSTRUCT the graph G representing the overlay network
FOR every link l in G
IF bandwidth(l) < requested bandwidth THEN
REMOVE l from G
END IF
END FOR
EXECUTE a Shortest Path Finding algorithm
IF a path P is found THEN
FOR every link l in P
SET the bandwidth for “second chance”
TO bandwidth for “second chance”
TO MINUS bandwidth requested
STORE the result in persistent storage (database)
END FOR
ACCEPT the request
ELSE
REJECT the request
END IF

Figure 2 - Extension of admission control algorithm
More specifically, this extension of the admission control
follows the steps:
1. We read from the database the current available
bandwidth for this second chance step (as calculated by
the initialisation phase and updated by the acceptance of
other requests). From these data we construct the
corresponding graph where each graph link has a weight

2.

3.

equal to the available bandwidth for this second change
step. The constructed graph is a sub graph of the graph
representing the complete network.
We run an algorithm to find a path between the nodes
defined in the request were all the links in this path have
weight greater than the requested bandwidth for
premium traffic. This can be done easily if for example
we delete all links with weight less that the requested
bandwidth and then apply a pathfinding algorithm.
If, in step 1 of the initialisation phase, we assign a large
part of the links to premium traffic then there will
probably be several paths between the two nodes of the
request. In this case the pathfinding algorithm can be a
variation of a shortest path finding algorithm taking into
account the weights of the links.
If we do not assign a large enough part to premium
traffic, it is possible that the graph becomes disconnected
when we remove the links with weight smaller than the
requested bandwidth and the pathfinding algorithm may
not find a suitable path.
If a path is found in the previous step then the request is
accepted. In such a case, the requested bandwidth is
subtracted from the links of the path and the database is
updated (essentially reserving this bandwidth over this
path for this request). The subtracted bandwidth will
“return” to these links once the request expires
(essentially making it available again to other requests).

4.

the outer level header) and are handled with priority
thereof (because of the already existing setup in
GRNET).
However, the encapsulated packets remain marked as
best-effort.
In case there is a link or node failure in the path, then the
MPLS-TE tunnel goes down. Packets that are already in
the tunnel exit the tunnel prematurely and are then
handled as normal traffic, i.e. travel the rest of the
network through the normal routes and receive no
priority treatment (this is why the packet was marked as
premium traffic only at the outer level header).
In case of path failure, the traffic related to the accepted
request must receive downgraded priority because the
path that it follows may not have enough allowance for
premium traffic (as no relevant reservation has be made).
At the last router, as the packet exits the tunnel, some
special handling must be done in order to forward it with
priority in this last hop. Upon exiting the tunnel this
packet lost the premium marking.

The specific commands for implementing the above
mentioned mechanism, in the network of GRNET, are given
in the next section.
6. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The graph constructed in step 1 represents the current state
of an overlay network that is handled by the “second chance”
part of the admission control algorithm and can be used for
priority traffic to be granted by it.

Let us suppose that a QoS request for premium traffic is
not accepted by the existing setup and it is given a second
chance. The admission control extension finds a specific path
to satisfy this request.

Finally for each accepted request we must implement a
mechanism for handling in the network the packets of the
traffic relating to the accepted request. This mechanism is as
follows:
1. For each accepted request we establish an MPLS-TE
tunnel from the source node to the destination node (and
possibly another one in the reverse direction, if the
request is for bidirectional traffic)
2. The IP packets that relate to the accepted request are
“captured” (e.g., through an extended access list),
policed for conformance to the requested bandwidth,
remarked as normal traffic (!) and routed over the
established MPLS-TE tunnel (by being suitably
encapsulated).
If the tunnel is non-existing (e.g. because of some failure
during the course of time) then this traffic is routed
through the normal routes (i.e. like the rest of the traffic).
In this case this traffic received no priority treatment
(this is why we marked this traffic as normal upon entry
to the network).
3. In the logical interface related to the MPLS-TE tunnel
the packets are marked as premium traffic (but only in

We will refer to the router of GRNET that the source is
connected to, as PE1, the intermediate routers in the core path
as P1, P2, P3, etc., and router that the destination is
connected to, as PE2.
In order to satisfy the request we need to do the following
setup in the routers (which are CISCO routers and the
proposed setup is based on information found in [14-20],
although similar configuration setup should be possible for
any other made of routers):
1. Setup the access list that “captures” the traffic that
pertains to the request:
This can be done by using the user supplied access list
(users provide the necessary information to a wizard, and
the wizard produces the access list). We define a classmap that captures the traffic define by the access list and
we apply a policy-map at the input of the pertinent
interface of PE1 where we police the traffic to the
requested bandwidth and set the dscp to 0 (best effort).
2. Setup the MPLS-TE tunnel (using the path identified by
the pathfinding algorithm):
This can done by explicitly defining the path (using the
ip explicit-path identifier {path id} construct) and setting

3.
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5.

up the tunnel, not forgetting to set the mode to mpls
traffic-eng, set the bandwidth, and the path-option as
explicit.
Make sure that the request that pertains to the request
goes through the defined tunnel:
This can done by setting up a route-map that matches
only the traffic that pertains to the request and sets the
next interface to the tunnel interface, and then applying
this route-map to the input interface (the interface at PE1
that connects to the source).
In case of tunnel failure the default behaviour is to
fallback to the normal routing.
Mark the traffic in the tunnel as premium:
This can done by setting up a policy-map that sets the
mpls exp topmost to 5 (IP Premium) for all traffic and
applying it at the tunnel interface.
Please notice that only the topmost label is marked as
premium, and only traffic in the tunnel receives that
marking.
Make sure that the traffic get premium handling at the
last hop:
This can done by setting up a policy-map that sets the
dscp to 46 (IP Premium) for all traffic (class-default) and
applying at the tunnel interface at router PE2, where
traffic exits the tunnel.
This ensures that the traffic will get premium handling at
the interface that connects PE2 to destination

The above configuration steps must be repeated for the
reverse direction.
Please note that the above configuration steps, assumes
that the configuration for the existing QoS provisioning
scheme is already in place.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an extension in the QoS provisioning of
GRNET which allows for failed requests to be reconsidered
and possibly accepted under the limitation that they will be
routed over a specific network core path. In case this path
fails, they will loose any premium handling.
Instead of not accepting the request at all, this option
becomes a compromise as it provides additional flexibility to
the QoS provisioning schemes.
Future work will initially focus on performing experiments
so as to achieve a fair balance between the two parts
(“chances”) of the admission control algorithm and compare
the performance under different pathfinding algorithms.
Also, future work may focus on discovering alternate
routes (even for parts of the path) and provide the option, if
possible, to reroute the request over an alternative in case of a
failure.
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